We address the possible emergence of spin triplet superconductivity in CrO2 bilayers, which are half-metals with fully spin-polarized conducting bands. Starting from a lattice model, we show that chiral p + ip states compete with non-chiral p-wave ones. At large doping, the p + ip channel has a sequence of topological phase transitions that can be tuned by gating effects and interaction strength. Among several phases, we find chiral topological phases having a single Majorana mode at the edge. We show that different topological superconducting phases could spontaneously emerge in the vicinity of the van-Hove singularities of the band.
Introduction. Half-metals such as CrO 2 [1, 2] are promising materials for the prospect of emergent topological superconductivity. By having a metallic Fermi surface with a single spin, they raise the possibility of chiral superconductivity in the triplet channel [3] , which is believed to occur only in a handful of systems such as Sr 2 RuO 4 [4] , which may have a spinfull triplet state, UPt 3 and some heavy fermions superconductors [5, 6] . A distintictive property of spin triplet chiral topological superconductivity is the presence of Majorana fermions propagating at the edges [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and half-flux quantum vortices [15, 16] that can trap Majorana modes [13, 14] . Majorana edge states were predicted to exist in different heterostructures with strong spin-orbit coupling [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and may have been recently observed in an anomalous Hall insulator-superconductor structure [23, 24] .
In its most common form, CrO 2 is a three dimensional bulk material with rutile structure [25, 26] . It was recently suggested [28] that CrO 2 /TiO 2 heterostructures have fully spin polarized conduction bands over a wide energy window around the Fermi level, and behave effectively as a two dimensional (2D) crystal. In its simplest 2D form, CrO 2 will form a bilayer. It is natural to ask if this material could spontaneously develop 2D chiral topological superconducting phases and host Majorana fermions [17] .
We start from a lattice model for a single CrO 2 bilayer to address the formation of spin triplet pairs either with p-wave or p x + ip y symmetry, which leads to a fully gapped state. Due to the strong anisotropy of the gap, the superconducting order has a line of quantum critical points as a function of both doping and coupling strength. In the p + ip state, we show that the system has an exotic sequence of topological phase transitions, that could be tuned with gating effects. Different nontrivial topological phases may occur in the vicinity of van-Hove singularities of the band, where the density of states (DOS) diverges, allowing the possibility for both conventional and purely electronic mechanisms. We suggest that this system may provide an experimental realization of intrinsic 2D chiral topological superconductivity in the triplet channel.
Lattice model. 
where 
where t 4 = 0 in the absence of spin-orbit coupling. The energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 1c , and has two sets of Dirac points along the (1, 1) and (1,1) directions, respectively. Enforcing the symmetries of the 2D lattice, namely roto-inversion S 4 symmetry and mirror symmetry M at the diagonal directions of the unit cell, we adopt t 1 = −t 2 ≡ t ∼ 0.3eV as the leading energy scale, and the set of parameters t 3 ∼ t/30, t
. We also use t 4 ∼ it/8, following ab initio results [27, 28] . The four band model breaks down near the edge of the band, where states may hybridize with high energy bands. We also assume that the bands are spinless. The resulting band structure has several van Hove singularities at the saddle points, where the density of states (DOS) diverges logarithmically, as depicted in Fig. 1d . In the vicinity of those points (red dots), the system can be unstable towards superconductivity.
Pairing Hamiltonian. For spinless fermions, superconductivity is allowed only in the triplet channel. The wavefunction of the Cooper pairs is anti-symmetric under inversion, and hence only states with odd angular momentum are allowed. When electrons pair accross the center of the Brillouin zone, the lowest symmetry is in the p-wave channel, which can be induced by NN pairing. f -wave pairing may be induced with NNN pairing only. This channel is subdominant and will not be addressed.
We consider the possible instabilities of the lattice model both in the p-wave and in the chiral p + ip state, which can produce a full gap. A conclusive assessment of the stability of those states requires taking fluctuations into account [29] [30] [31] , which will be considered elsewhere.
For NN sites, the effective interaction term has the form
is the intraorbital coupling, and g xy,yz = g xz,xy ≡ g 2 > 0 is the coupling in the inter-orbital channel. The p + ip pairing follows from the Ansatz on the lattice (1) and (4) 
wherê
is the pairing matrix, with σ x a Pauli matrix in the orbital space. Minimization of the free energy p-wave phase. The vertical line in fig. 2a describes a quantum phase transition at g 1 =g 1c (µ) separating the normal phase (N) from the intra-orbital p x state (pSC I). At g 2 =g 2,c (µ) (dashed line) the system has a first order phase transition towards an inter-orbital p-wave state (pSC II). The due to the anisotropy of the p-wave gap, the curve g =g 1c (µ) depicted in Fig. 3a describes a line quantum critical points with power law scaling [33] . The intra-orbital channel (∆ also the leading instability in the weak coupling regime of the problem (which we define below), and subleading to the p+ ip state in the strong coupling sector, as indicated in Fig. 3a . p + ip phase. The inter-orbital channel g 2 may lead to gapless chiral p + ip superconductivity (∆ C 2 = 0) shown in the red region, which is topologically trivial (Fig. 2a) . This state dominates over the inter-orbital pSC II phase, shown in Fig. 2b . The dashed line around the gapless phase in Fig. 2b describes a first order phase transition and sets the boundary of the gapless p + ip phase with the others at g 2 = g 2c (µ). The intra-orbital p+ ip pairing state (∆ C 1 = 0) on the other hand is fully gapped and can be topological.
The gapped state has multiple minima that compete. The dashed vertical line in Fig. 2b indicates a first order phase transition between the weak and strong coupling topological phases (TSC) at g 1 = g 1c (µ). At this cou- pling, the superconducting order parameter ∆ C 1 jumps (see Fig. 2c ) and different gapped phases with distinct topological numbers coexist. The resulting gap is very anisotropic around the Fermi surface (Fig. 2d) . In the weak coupling phaseḡ 1c (µ) < g < g 1c (µ) shown in the light blue region in Fig. 2b , the intra-orbital chiral gap ∆ C 1 scales as a power law with the coupling for fixed µ,
with β ≈ 2.7 ± 0.1 for 0.2 µ 0.4 eV (see Fig. 2c  inset) . ∆ C 1 vanishes at the critical couplingḡ 1c , where the system has a second order phase transition to the normal state, indicated by the green arrows in Fig. 2 . A qualitatively similar behavior is also observed in the scaling of the intra-orbital p-wave gap ∆ p 1 near the critical couplingg 1 (µ) (blue arrows in Fig 2) [33] .
When µ is in the immediate vicinity of the van Hove singularities,ḡ 1c abruptly drops towards zero. This singular behavior suggests a crossover to exponential scaling
Figure 4 when the Fermi surface is nested at the van Hove singularities [33] . In that regime, the phase transition is not quantum critical. A similar behavior is also observed in the pSC I phase near the van Hove. At the saddle points, the order parameter can be broken into four patches related by the C 4 symmetry of the bands combined with odd angular momentum of the Cooper pairs. By symmetry, the free energy written in a basis of p x and p y pairing states is
where α < 0 in the ordered state and β > 0 [34] . The last term favors coexistence between ∆ p x and ∆ p y with ±π/2 phase difference (p + ip phase), while the second one favors a non-chiral p state. The chiral and non-chiral phases are exactly degenerate at the mean field level up to quartic order terms in the expansion. Their degeneracy will likely be lifted by fluctuations, which will be addressed elsewhere.
In general, all the gapped chiral phases prevail over the gapless one (∆ C 2 ). At small doping, the two critical couplings of the weak and strong coupling phases merge (ḡ 1c = g 1c ) below |µ| 0.6t and the gapped phase has a first order phase transition to the normal state at g < g 1c (µ) (see Fig 3b) .
Topological phase transitions. In 2D, spinless superconductors with a bulk gap that breaks time reversal symmetry belong to the C class in the ten-fold classification table [36, 37] . The topological number in this class is defined by the BdG Chern number N , which corresponds to the number of chiral Majorana modes propagating along the edge [7, 38] .
In Fig. 3b , we explicitly calculate the Chern number
in the gapped state as a function of µ and intra-orbital coupling g 1 , with Ω(q) = ∇ q × ψ n,q |∇ q |ψ n,q the Berry curvature from the eigenstates of the BdG Hamiltonian at the Fermi level, |ψ n,q . By changing the chemical potential, the system shows a sequence of topological phase transitions.
In the weak coupling phase, shown in the blue areas in The solid curve separating the blue regions in Fig. 3b from the strong coupling phases sets g 1c (µ), which de-scribes a line of first order phase transitions between different gapped phases. At this line, the order parameter is discontinuous [35] , indicating the onset of a topological phase transition as a function of g 1 for fixed µ. In all cases, the Chern number changes accross the g 1c (µ) line by ∆N = 4. Deep in the strong coupling regime (gray and maroon regions), for fixed g > g 1c (µ = 0), there are six topological phase transitions separating the phases N = 0, −1, −2, 0, −1, 1, 0 as a function of the chemical potential. The N = 0 phases (CSC) are chiral but topologically trivial. At the wide doping window 1.27t µ 2t = 0.6 eV, the elemental chiral topological superconducting phase with N = ±1, and hence a single Majorana mode, can emerge at strong coupling.
Chiral Majorana edge states. To explicitly verify the Chern numbers for the different phases, we calculate the edge modes of the gapped state in a two dimensional strip geometry with edges oriented along the (1, 0) direction.
The plots in Fig. 4a−d (top row) show the evolution of the edge modes in the weak coupling regime (ḡ 1c < g < g c (µ)) for different values of µ. The N = −3 state shown in Fig. 4a has five edge modes in total, but only three modes that are topologically protected, as indicted by the three different colors. The three modes indicated in blue can be adiabatically deformed into a single zero energy crossing at k = 0, and hence count as a single topologically protected mode. By decreasing the chemical potential into the contiguous N = −5 state (Fig. 4b) , two of those modes become topologically protected, raising the number of Majorana modes to five. By reducing µ further into the N = −4 state, the topology of the Fermi surface changes drastically, forming gapped pockets of charge around four Dirac nodes, indicated in Fig. 1c . Panel d shows the edge modes of the N = −6 state, for µ −t = −0.3eV. The corresponding edge modes in the strong coupling regime (g > g 1c (µ)) with N = 1, −1, 0, and −2 are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 4 (e−h) .
Pairing Mechanism. Although it is difficult to reliably predict a mechanism of superconductivity, at large doping and in the vicinity of the van Hove singularities, where the DOS is very large, both phonons and electronic interactions could be suitable candidates for a pairing mechanism. We will not discuss the phonon mechanism, since it is conventional.
Electronic mechanisms typically provide attraction when the charge susceptibility at the Fermi surface nesting vector Q satisfies χ(Q) > χ(0) [39] . When the chemical potential µ is close to a Van Hove singularity, the electronic bands have energy spectrum ǫ(q) = −αq √ αβ ln (Λ/δµ) with δµ the deviation away from the van Hove and Λ ∼ t an ultraviolet cut-off around the saddle point [40] . At the nesting wavevec-
where the constant c = 1
is logarithmically divergent at the nesting condition α = β [41] . For the particular lattice Hamiltonian parametrization taken from Ref. [28] , the fitting of the bands around the van Hove at µ = 0.312 eV has α ≈ 1.2 and β ≈ 1.7. That gives the ratio χ(Q)/χ(0) ∼ 1.20, suggesting that a purely electronic mechanism of superconductivity is possible [40, 42, 43] . The high doping regime could in principle be reached with gating effects for CrO 2 encapsulated in an insulating substrate [44] that preserves the rotoinversion symmetry of the lattice.
In order to explicitly verify the existence of a quantum critical second order phase transition for |µ| 0.18 eV, when the system has a finite DOS at the Fermi level, we plot in Fig S1 the free energy for µ = 0.1eV and µ = 0.3 eV. In the former, the topologically trivial superconducting state N = 0 coexists with the normal state at the critical coupling g 1c ≈ 0.0919 eV, where the order parameter is discontinuous. For µ = 0.3eV, the transition to the normal state becomes continuous belowḡ 1c ≈ 0.0561eV, when the system has a topological phase transition from the normal state to the N = −3 state. At g 1c ≈ 0.078 eV, the order parameter jumps, signaling the onset of a second topological phase transition to the N = 1 state. 
B. Line of quantum critical points
Although the intra-orbital state is fully gapped, the Fermi surface at high doping is very anisotropic and produces an anisotropic superconducting gap in the energy spectrum around the Fermi surface. In Fig. S2 we plot the Fermi surface for µ = 0.33eV and the corresponding energy gap along the Fermi surface, which has a significant variation. This anisotropic state requires a finite attractive coupling g 1 to stabilize the formation of Cooper pairs, leading to a quantum critical phase transition even when the normal system has a large DOS at the Fermi level.
In Fig S3, we extract the quantum critical scaling of the order parameter ∆ 1 with g 1 in the vicinity of the critical point of the second order phase transition for µ = 0.3, 0.312 (which coincides with the energy of a van Hove singularity) In the p x+y -wave state, a power law scaling is also observed. In Fig. S4 , we show the power law fitting of ∆ 1 (g) = α(g 1 /g 1,c − 1) β , where the exponent β(µ) ranges from β ≈ 0.79 for µ = 0.26 eV to β ≈ 2.9 at µ = 0.336 eV. Near the van Hove, the critical coupling abruptly drops by one order of magnitude, suggesting exponential scaling. has a double logarithmic divergence [2] . The effective interaction is
